S
tatins appear to modestly increase the risk of incident diabetes. While an early trial (the West of Scotland Coronary Prevention Study [WOSCOPS] ) suggested possible protection against diabetes (1), the JUPITER study (Justification for the Use of Statins in Prevention: An Intervention Trial Evaluating Rosuvastatin) documented a 25% increase in diabetes risk with statin treatment (3 vs. 2.4%, P 5 0.01) (2) . A meta-analysis of 13 statin trials (.91,000 subjects) documented a statistically significant 9% increased risk for incident diabetes (3) . Women may be more susceptible than men to develop diabetes while taking statins. While the overall increase in diabetes incidence was 25% in JUPITER, sex stratification revealed that the risk was increased by 49% in women and by only 14% in men (4) . A retrospective analysis of the Women's Health Initiative (WHI) found that statin use was associated with a 71% increased risk of diabetes (95% CI, 1.61-1.83); after adjustment for potential confounders, the hazard ratio (HR) remained significant at 1.48 (1.38-1.59) (5) . The effect of sex on incident diabetes has not been evaluated in recent metaanalyses (3) .
To explore the relationship between the proportion of women in statin trials and diabetes risk, we obtained from the literature (3, 6) ) and reviewed the index publications to obtain the percent of women in each. Using SAS version 9.1, we conducted a random-effects meta-regression analysis between natural log-transformed OR of 
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DIABETES CARE, VOLUME 36, JULY 2013 care.diabetesjournals.org diabetes and proportion of females. A P value ,0.05 for the likelihood ratio test for sex was considered statistically significant. We found a significant relationship (r 5 0.6, P 5 0.036) between the percent of women in statin trials and the OR of diabetes (Fig. 1) . The three trials (JUPITER, PROSPER, SPARCL) that individually had significant rates of diabetes had higher proportions of women (.35%) than usually included in statin trials (,25%), while the one trial (WOSCOPS) suggesting reduced diabetes consisted only of men. We found a provocative association of female sex with increased odds of diabetes. While the risk of statin-induced diabetes seen in WHI must be interpreted cautiously because it is an observational study, Fig. 1 reveals that the WHI HR for diabetes is consistent with the regression line derived from randomized trials. The possible greater risk of statin-induced diabetes in women is of substantial importance given that women tend to have lower cardiovascular risk than men (4), yet may be prescribed a statin based on lipid levels alone without calculation of cardiovascular risk. If this leads to statin administration to low-risk women, the risk of incident diabetes may outweigh the cardiovascular benefit.
As a meta-regression analysis, our findings are hypothesis generating. One possibility for higher risk in women is smaller body mass and hence greater effective statin dosage. Possibly, the effect of statins on diabetes has been noticed only recently because women have previously been underrepresented in statin trials. R.M.K., J.I.R., and Y.-D.I.C. reviewed and edited the manuscript. M.O.G. is the guarantor of this work and, as such, had full access to all the data in the study and takes responsibility for the integrity of the data and the accuracy of the data analysis. c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
